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The electroreflectance~ER! spectra of a surface-intrinsicn1-type doped~100! GaAs have been
measured at various polarization angles of the probe beam. Several Franz–Keldysh oscillations
were observed above the band-gap energy, thus enabling heavy- and light-hole transitions to be
separated by the application of the fast Fourier transform to the ER spectra. From this, the ratios of
the amplitudes of the light- to heavy-hole transitions versus angle of polarization were obtained. At
a large incident angle~80°!, the strength of the field of the probe beam in the normal direction of
the sample (Fz) was varied from zero to a larger component. It was found that the ratios increased
with increasingFz which is consistent with the theory that the light-hole transition becomes more
enhanced withz-polarized light. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1420763#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The effect of an electric field on the optical properties
a semiconductor is one of the basic problems of optoe
tronics. In bulk medium, the Franz–Keldysh effect~FKE!
can be observed,1,2 that is, the absorption has an exponent
tail for photon energy~E! smaller than the gap energy (Eg),
and has Franz–Keldysh oscillations~FKO! for energy above
Eg .

Most of the experiments on the polarization depende
of the FKE have been investigated forE,Eg .3–5 There has
been only one report6 of an experiment dealing withE.Eg

for low-temperature-grown GaAs. Although the difference
the FKO between transverse-electric and transve
magnetic polarization was observed, the beat due to he
and light-hole contributions was not visible. This has, ho
ever, been observed in many photoreflectance~PR! or elec-
troreflectance~ER! experiments.7–11

Many FKO forE.Eg have been observed7–11 in the PR
or ER spectra of surface-intrinsicn1-type doped (s-i-n1)
GaAs. The beat observed in the FKO results from the dif
ent oscillation frequencies associated with the transitions
the heavy and light holes, and is due to the different val
of reduced masses. The contributions of heavy and l
holes can be separated by applying the fast Fourier Tr
form ~FFT! to the FKO12,13

In this work, we investigate the polarization dependen
of FKO by using ER. The ER spectra of s-i-n1 GaAs have
been measured over a range of polarization angles of
probe beam. At a large incident angle, the strength of
field of the probe beam in the normal direction of sam

a!Electronic mail: wang@mail.phys.nsysu.edu.tw
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(Fz) can be varied from zero to a larger component. W
study the ratio of the intensity of the light-hole to heavy-ho
transitions as a function ofFz .

II. EXPERIMENT

The s-i-n1 GaAs sample used in this experiment w
grown on ann1-type GaAs~100! substrate by molecula
beam epitaxy~MBE!. A 1.0 mm n1-doped GaAs buffer layer
was first grown on this substrate, followed by a 1200
undoped GaAs cap layer. Gold film was deposited by a
filament evaporation, and the thickness was estimated to
about 70 Å.

The experimental setup for the ER measurements
similar to that described in the literature.14 Light from a 200
W tungsten lamp passed through a 500 mm monochrom
~Acton spectra Pro-500!. The exit light was defocused ont
the sample by a lens. The reflected light was collected b
lens to focus onto a Si photodiode detector. The incid
angle was 80°, and a polarizer was placed between the
and the sample. The polarization angle was varied by ro
ing the polarizer. The sample was modulated at 400 Hz by
ac sine wave. The photodiode signal was composed of a
component~R! and an ac component (DR), the output of
which was also fed into a lock-in amplifier~Stanford Re-
search System SR 830! to measure the modulated ac sign
(DR). The entire system was controlled by a personal co
puter.

III. THEORY

Because of the different frequencies of FKO associa
with heavy- and light-hole transitions, the contributions c
be separated by the application of FFT to the ER spectra.12,13
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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The frequenciesf i evaluated from the FFT are related to t
strength of the electric fieldF in the undoped layer by the
following:

f i5
2

3p
~2m i !

1/2S 1

e\F D , ~1!

wherei (5HH,LH) stands for the heavy- and light-hole co
tributions,m i is the reduced mass of the electron and he
or light holes, respectively.

The intensity of the heavy or light hole to the conducti
band transition is given by

Bi}u^cue•pun&u2m i
3/2, ~2a!

where,cu and uv. are the conduction and valence stat
respectively. The heavy~light!-hole states areu3/2, 63/
2&~u3/2, 61/2&! in the uJ.mJ& representation, where

u3/2,3/2&5~1/& !~x1 iy !↑
~2b!

u3/2,1/2&5~1/A6!~x1 iy !↓2A2/3z↓.

According to Eqs.~2a! and ~2b!, the intensity of the light-
hole transition becomes larger when the probe beam is
larized more in thez direction, wherez direction is in the
normal of the sample.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the measured ER spectra of s-i-n1 GaAs
for the angle (upol) of the polarizer, whereupol50° indicates
that the polarization of the probe beam is perpendicula
the incident plane andupol5690°, in the incident plane. The
spectra exhibit many FKO aboveEg , which is due to a uni-
form field and a small broadening parameter in the undo

FIG. 1. Measured electroreflectance spectra of the s-i-n1 GaAs at several
angles of polarizer (upol).
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layer. The beat in the FKO results from different oscillatio
frequencies associated with differentm i values in the transi-
tions of the heavy and light holes.

The FFTs of the ER spectra in Fig. 1 are shown in Fig
The spectra can be clearly resolved into two peaks co
sponding to heavy- and light-hole transitions. The values
uALHu/uAHHu are plotted versusupol in Fig. 3. The ratios in-
crease withupol . It will be shown later thatFz also increases
with upol . Hence the light hole transition becomes more e
hanced withz-polarized light.

For our experimental setup, where the incident an
(u in) is 80°, the electric and magnetic fields inside t
sample can be calculated by using the condition that
tangential components of the electric and magnetic fie
across the air-sample boundary are continuous. The ca
lated ratiosFz /F as a function ofupol are shown in Fig. 4,
whereF is the total strength of the electric field of the prob
beam.Fz is equal to zero atupol50° and becomes large
whenupol approaches690°. But even forupol5690°, Fz is
still less than 30% ofF. This is due to the high index o
refraction ~n53.6 was used! of the sample such that th
angle of the refraction is small even foru in580°. If the
geometry of total internal reflection~TIR!15,16 could be em-
ployed, theFz component would be larger. However, TIR fo
E.Eg cannot be used because the light will then be tota
absorbed in the sample.

According to Eqs.~2a! and~2b!, the theoretical values o
Bi are evaluated and their ratios are also shown in Fig. 3.
result shows that the light-hole transition becomes more
hanced relative to the heavy-hole transition whenupol be-
comes larger. This is consistent with the experimental re
obtained by using FFT, except that the values of the latter
too large. In order to solve this discrepancy, the amplitu

FIG. 2. Fast Fourier transform of Fig. 1 after transforming thex variable
from E to (E2Eg)3/2.
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obtained by FFT need to be discussed more. The asymp
form of line shape ofDR/R can be expressed as17

DR

R
'(

i

Bi~\u i !
3/2

E2~E2Eg!
expF22

~E2Eg!1/2

~\u i !
3/2 GG

3cosFf1
4

3 S E2Eg

\u i
D 3/2G , ~3!

where E is the photon energy,Eg is the energy, gap,\u i

5(e2\2F2/2m i)
1/3, andG is the broadening parameter.

FIG. 3. The ratios of intensity of the light-hole transition to that of heav
hole as a function of the angle of polarizer (upol). The circle is the result
obtained by using FFT. The square is the result obtained by using Eq.~3! to
fit the ER line shape. The triangle is the theoretical result calculated by u
Eqs.~2a! and ~2b!.

FIG. 4. The ratios ofFz /F as a function of the angle of the polarizer (upol).
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According to Eq.~3!, the nonzero broadening paramet
(GÞ0) will make the FKO damp out withE. In addition, the
FKO of the heavy-hole transition will damp out faster th
those of the light-hole transition because\uHH,\uLH .
Therefore, by using FFT to determineAHH or ALH , ALH will
be overestimated relative toAHH . In order to compare with
theoretical values, theBi need to be used instead of theAi .
We have obtainedBi by using Eq.~3! to fit the experimental
spectra, and the ratios ofBi are shown in Fig. 3. It is bette
than the FFT method, but there are still some disagreeme
This might be due to the mixing of heavy- and light-ho
states. The representation ofuJ.mJ. holds only at theG
point where the wave vector,k50. WhenE.Eg the transi-
tion occurs atkÞ0; hence this representation will no long
be suitable.

V. CONCLUSION

We have measured the ER spectra of a surface-intri
n1-type doped~100! GaAs at several polarization angle
which can varyFz from zero to a larger component. Th
heavy- and light-hole transitions were separated by apply
fast Fourier transforms to the ER spectra. We have found
the value ofuALHu/uAHHu increases with increasingFz . This
is consistent with the theory that the light-hole transition
enhanced with z-polarized light. But the values o
uALHu/uAHHu obtained by FFT are much larger than theo
would predict. To further explain the discrepancy, the no
zero broadening parameter needs to be taken into cons
ation.
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